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Resumen: En este art́ıculo se describen los textos del italiano y danés comparables
y anotados con cadenas de correferencia e información sobre los cambios de tópico
discursivo, aśı como una evaluación de dicha anotación. También se discuten las
diferencias generales en el modo de referir las expresiones en danés e italiano. Se
presenta también el análisis de la relación entre el uso de tipos de expresiones referi-
das y cambios de tópico discursivo en parte de los datos utilizando el marco teórico
del Centering.
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Abstract: In this paper we describe Danish and Italian parallel and comparable
texts annotated with (co)referential chains and information about discourse topic
shifts, and present an evaluation of the annotation. We also discuss general differ-
ences in the way referring expressions are used in Danish and Italian and present the
analysis of the relation between the use of types of referring expression and discourse
topic shifts in part of the data using the Centering framework.
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1 Introduction

Identifying co-referential chains in corpora
is important for many applications involv-
ing natural language processing. Studying
the relation between co-referential chains,
the use of nominal expressions and discourse
topic shifts is furthermore useful for particu-
lar NLP applications such as summarization,
abstracting, natural language generation and
machine translation. A theoretic framework
for analysing the relation between the use of
types of referring expression and discourse
topic shifts is provided by the Centering The-
ory (Grosz, Joshi, and Weinstein, 1995; Bren-
nan, Friedman, and Pollard, 1987). This the-
ory mainly focuses on pronouns and follows
cognitive models of reference of nominal ex-
pressions, among many (Ariel, 1994; Prince,
1981; Gundel, Hedberg, and Zacharski, 1993;
Lambrecht, 1994), according to which ref-
erence by pronouns reflects the assumption
made by speakers that the referred entities
are the most central (salient, known, given)
in the addressee’s mental state at that point
∗ Thanks to Sussi Olsen, Delia Malatesta, Daniele
Prada e Elisabetta Cerini.

in discourse, while reference by other types
of nominal phrase usually indicate that the
referred entities are less central in the ad-
dressees’ discourse model.

Versions of Centering have implemented
different salience models based on factors
such as word order, syntactic or semantic
function of entities, information structure
and anaphoric distance, see among many
(Brennan, Friedman, and Pollard, 1987;
Strube and Hahn, 1999; Navarretta, 2002).
Some of these Centering versions have been
motivated by language specific character-
istics which cannot be accounted for by
salience models based on English.

To our knowledge, there is no systematic
study of the use of different referring expres-
sions in various transition states and a com-
parison of this use in different types of lan-
guage1.

The main objectives behind our work have
been the following: i) to provide a pilot cor-
pus of parallel and comparable Danish and

1A partial exception is Di Eugenio (1996)’s analy-
sis of subject referring expressions in Italian, see sec-
tion 2.
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Italian texts annotated with co-reference and
with discourse topic shifts; ii) to investigate
whether there is a systematic relation be-
tween various types of referring expressions
and their use in different transition states in
the two languages; iii) to individuate similar-
ities and differences in co-referential chains
and in the use of referring expressions in dis-
course topic shifts in Danish and Italian; iv)
to study whether different referring strategies
are used in fiction and non-fiction texts.

The paper is organised as follows. In sec-
tion 2 we discuss related work and research
which have inspired us. In section 3 we
shortly present our data and in section 4 we
describe our annotation scheme and discuss
inter-annotator agreement results. In sec-
tion 5 we discuss the results of our analy-
sis of the annotated data and finally, in sec-
tion 6 we make some concluding remarks and
present work still to be done.

2 Related Work

The relation between reference and discourse
structure has been pointed out in numerous
studies, among many (Kuno, 1972; Halliday
and Hasan, 1976; Hobbs, 1979; Grosz and
Sidner, 1986; Cristea and Ide, 1998). Cen-
tering is about local coherence, but the the-
ory presupposes global coherence as proposed
by Grosz and Sidner (1986). In Centering
the relation between continuations or shifts
in co-reference chains and the use of referring
expressions is modelled in terms of so-called
transition states and of the preferences hold-
ing among them. These preferences reflect
the assumption that the mental effort to pro-
cess reference is less when the central topic of
discourse is maintained and when this topic
is realised by the most salient entity than
when the central topic changes or is realised
by a less prominent entity. Because pronouns
signal reference to the most salient entities,
pronominal chains are assumed to be more
frequent in center continuations than in cen-
ter shifts. The transition types proposed by
Brennan, Friedman, and Pollard (1987) are
in (table 1). The use of other types of re-

Cb(Un) = Cb(Un−1) Cb(Un) 6= Cb(Un−1)
OR no Cb(Un−1)

Cb(Un) =
Cp(Un) CONTINUE SOFT-SHIFT

Cb(Un) 6=
Cp(Un) RETAIN ROUGH-SHIFT

Table 1: Transition states

ferring expression after the various transition
states is not explored in the Centering theory.
However, many researchers in the Centering
framework have looked at aspects which are
central to the relation between reference and
discourse structure including the definition of
transition states, the presence and/or unique-
ness of backward-looking centers and the re-
alisation of centers, see especially (Brennan,
Friedman, and Pollard, 1987; Strube and
Hahn, 1999; Fais, 2004; Poesio et al., 2004;
Kibble and Power, 2004).

Independently from the Centering frame-
work, Givón (1983) provides an analysis of
the relation between topic shifts and use of
subject referring expressions in English and
Pidgin English monologues. He recognises
two kinds of junctures in his data: minor
junctures after clauses and major junctures
after sentences.

In this paper we look at both global and
local coherence and are especially interested
in the types of nominal referring expression
used in Danish and Italian texts after vari-
ous transitions. We are strongly inspired by
the work of Di Eugenio (1996) who analysed
occurrences of Italian pronouns and full nom-
inal phrases in subject position respect to a
particular version of the Centering’s transi-
tion states. Her focus was on the use of zero
pronouns2.

We adopt a combination of two cognitive
models of referring expressions: the Given-
ness Hierarchy proposed by Gundel, Hed-
berg, and Zacharski (1993) and Ariel (1988),
(1994)’s Accessibility Marker Scale.

Gundel, Hedberg, and Zacharski (1993)
organise the assumed cognitive statuses of
discourse entities in their Givenness Hier-
archy and connect each status to a precisely
identified referring expression, exemplified by
an English nominal phrase (table 2). They
argue for the universality of their hierarchy,
although they notice that not all languages
have referring expressions for each status in
the hierarchy. The Givenness Hierarchy
is interesting because, differing from related
cognitive models, it assumes that the various
cognitive statuses are implicationally related
and not mutually exclusive. Thus, according
to this theory, a referring form encodes the
necessary and sufficient status it belongs to
as well as all the higher statuses in the hierar-

2Italian is a subject pro-drop language.
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in uniquely type
focus > activated > familiar > identifiable > referential > identifiable

that indefinite
it this that N the N this N a N

this N

Table 2: The Givenness Hierarchy

chy (the statuses on its left). This accounts
for cases in discourse where a speaker uses
a referring expression signalling a less given
cognitive status than required by the context,
e.g. to emphasise some entities.

One problem with the Givenness Hier-
archy is that it does not account for differ-
ences between types of referring expression
which do not occur in English. This is the
case for the Italian zero anaphora and clitics.

A more fine-grained hierarchy of nomi-
nal referring expressions is presented by Ariel
(1994). Also Ariel points out that speak-
ers code how accessible a referent is to the
addressee by using different referring expres-
sions. Analysing the distance between an-
tecedent and referring expressions, one of
the factors that determine the accessibility of
these expressions, Ariel builds up an acces-
sibility marker system for referring expres-
sions. In her system unmarked means pro-
totypical, while the concept of markedness
presupposes the notion of formal complexity
and is connected with structural complexity,
low frequency and cognitive complexity. A
simplified version of Ariel’s Accessibility
Marking Scale (Ariel, 1994) is given in fig-
ure 1. The accessibility of the expressions de-

zero < reflexives < cliticised pronouns
< unstressed pronouns < stressed pro-
nouns < stressed pronouns + gesture
< proximal demonstrative (+ NP) <
distal demonstrative (+ NP)< proximal
demonstrative + NP + modifier < distal
demonstrative + NP + modifier < first
name or last name < definite description
< full name

Figure 1: Ariel’s Accessibility Marking Scale

creases from left to right: the highest accessi-
bility markers being the most unmarked lin-
guistic expressions. Thus the symbol < in the
scale refers to the degree of markedness. The
more (lexically) informative, the more rigidly

(unambiguously) and/or the less attenuated
the form (longer or louder) of a referring ex-
pression the lower accessibility it marks.

We use Ariel’s classification of referring
expressions, but assume with Gundel, Hed-
berg, and Zacharski (1993) that the cogni-
tive statuses related to the different referring
expressions are implicationally related.

3 The data

We have annotated the following Danish and
Italian data:

• Parallel texts: i) European law texts
(7,631 running words in Italian and
7,101 running words in Danish); ii) Ital-
ian stories by Pirandello (9,018 words)
and their Danish translations (9,933
words)

• Comparable texts: i) Financial newspa-
pers: the Italian Il Sole 24 Ore (6,964
words) and the Danish Børsen (3,325
words)

The source language of the European texts
is not known, but it is probably English or
French.

The parallel texts and some of the compa-
rable texts which we have annotated belong
to the MULINCO corpus (Maegaard et al.,
2006). Part of these texts are freely avail-
able.

In order to obviate some of the prob-
lems connected with the use of translated
texts3 we have annotated articles from finan-
cial newspapers in the two languages describ-
ing similar events and written in the same
period of time. Although these articles are
covered by copyright restrictions, they can
be obtained by the publishing editors for re-
search.

3One of these problems is the use of referring ex-
pressions in the target language being influenced by
the referring expressions used in the source language.
Examples of these influence are in (Navarretta, 2007).
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4 The annotation

Co-referential and referential chains in the
corpus have been annotated using an ex-
tension of the MATE/GNOME annotation
scheme (Poesio, 2004). Bridging anaphora
have not been annotated. We use the
markables proposed in the MATE/GNOME
scheme, i.e. de to mark discourse entities and
seg to annotate non nominal referring ex-
pressions. The markable link marks the re-
lation between referring expressions and their
antecedents.

We have added a number of attributes to
these markables to encode the following in-
formation: a) the type of referring expres-
sion comprising the pronominal and nomi-
nal types recognised by Ariel (1994); b) the
syntactic type of the antecedent including
nominal and non-nominal antecedents, such
as predicates in copula constructions, verbal
phrases, clauses and discourse segments; c)
the pronominal function, such as cataphoric,
individual anaphoric, deictic, pleonastic, ab-
stract anaphoric.

Only two types of relation between refer-
ring expressions and antecedents are used:
identity and non-identity. The identity re-
lation is used for co-reference, while non-
identity is used for all other cases, com-
prising the relations between antecedents
and anaphora referring to different semantic
types of entity, and the relation connecting
appositions to the nominal phrases they de-
fine or modify. Example 1 contains the anno-
tation of the two appositions in the text seg-
ment Lina Sarulli, prima Lina Taddei, ora
Lina Fiorenzo (Lina Sarulli, previously Lina
Taddei, now Lina Fiorenzo) from Pirandello’s
story La buon’ anima. The two appositions
are bound to the proper Lina Sarulli by a
non-identity relation.

We have added some markables to the
MATE/GNOME scheme to mark pleonas-
tic pronouns and pronouns in abandoned ut-
terances4. Possessive pronouns and deictic
pronouns in direct speech are also annotated.
These occurrences of deictic pronouns are in
most cases part of the co-referential chains in
the fiction data.

Two slightly different annotation schemes
are used for Danish and Italian, account-
ing for language specific differences, such
as the fact that Italian is a subject PRO-

4These occur in direct speech in our fiction data.

drop language and has both independent and
clitic pronouns. A kind of seg markers,
seg1 is used to mark verbal phrases con-
taining one or more clitic pronouns, as il-
lustrated in example 2 where the verb form
promettendoglielo (promising it to him) con-
tains two clitic pronouns gli (to him) and lo
(it), which co-refer with two entities whose
identifiers are n150 and i24 respectively
(promettendo[gli]n150e[lo]i24).

The data we have annotated with coref-
erence had been previously annotated with
abstract pronominal anaphora information in
the DAD project. These anaphora are third-
person singular pronouns whose linguistic an-
tecedents are predicates in copula construc-
tions, verbal phrases, clauses and discourse
segments. The annotation specific to ab-
stract anaphora is described in (Navarretta
and Olsen, 2008) and comprises the semantic
type of abstract referents, partially inspired
by the classification of abstract objects by
Asher (1993).

Discourse topics have been annotated us-
ing a variation of the annotation proposed
by Rocha (2000) who distinguishes among
discourse topics, segment topics and sub-
segment topics in English and Portuguese di-
alogues.

In our data paragraphs correspond in
most cases to discourse segments, see (Grosz
and Sidner, 1986). Discourse segments have
been further divided into subtopics and sub-
subtopics.

A subset of the data has been marked
with the transition types proposed in (Bren-
nan, Friedman, and Pollard, 1987)5. The
salience model adopted for annotating tran-
sition states in both Danish and Italian is
mainly that proposed in (Navarretta, 2002;
Navarretta, 2005) (figure 2).

We have used PALinkA (Orăsan, 2003) as
annotation tool.

The first 4000 words of the Italian
data were annotated by four annotators
and inter-annotator agreement was automat-
ically calculated on these data in terms of
weighed kappa statistics6 (J.Cohen, 1968) us-
ing PRAM7. The obtained results varied
from 0.60 to 0.95, depending on the type of

5Only the author annotated this information.
6Other evaluation methods are discussed by Ar-

stein and Poesio (2008).
7http://www.geocities.com/skymegsoftware

/pram.html.
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(1) <de ID="n643" firstm="MNO" syn-type="PR">
<link Ltype="ident" POINT-BACK="n334"/>

<W id="w2.24.15" lemma="lina" pos="NPR">Lina</W>
<W id="w2.24.16" lemma="sarulli" pos="NPR">Sarulli</W></de>
<W id="w2.24.17" lemma="," pos="PON">,</W>
<W id="w2.24.18" lemma="prima" pos="ADV">prima</W>

<de ID="n644" firstm="MNO" syn-type="PR">
<link Ltype="no_ident" POINT-BACK="n643"/>

<W id="w2.24.19" lemma="lina" pos="NPR">Lina</W>
<W id="w2.24.20" lemma="taddei" pos="NPR">Taddei</W></de>
<W id="w2.24.21" lemma="," pos="PON">,</W>
<W id="w2.24.22" lemma="ora" pos="ADV">ora</W>

<de ID="n645" firstm="MNO" syn-type="PR">
<link Ltype="no_ident" POINT-BACK="n643"/>

<W id="w2.24.23" lemma="lina" pos="NPR">Lina</W>
<W id="w2.24.24" lemma="fiorenzo" pos="NPR">Fiorenzo</W></de>

(2) <seg1 ATYPE="indiv" ID="i25" PTYPE="lo-clitico" syn-type="V">
<link Ltype="ident" POINT-BACK="i24"/>
<seg1 ATYPE="indiv" ID="i151" PTYPE="gli-clitico" syn-type="V">
<link Ltype="ident"POINT-BACK="n150"/>
<W id="w25.57.60" lemma="promettere" pos="VER:geru">promettendoglielo</W></seg1></seg1>

markable. The worse results were obtained
in the annotation of discourse segment an-
tecedents of abstract substantives. Examples
of these abstract referring expression are tali
situazioni (such situations) and questa dis-
cussione (this discussion). Inter-coder agree-
ment for the annotation of pronominal ab-
stract anaphora was not calculated because it
had been tested in the DAD project (Navar-
retta and Olsen, 2008).

An annotation example is in 3. The an-
notated text segment is [La Acqua Marcia]i
può evitare il fallimento. [La finanziaria di
[V incenzo Romagnoli]j ]i . . . ([La Acqua
Marcia]i can avoid bankruptcy. [[V incenzo
Romagnoli]j’s investment company]i) [Il
Sole 24 ore(31.12.1992)].
The annotation of co-reference is expressed
by saying that the nominal phrase Vincenzo
Romagnoli’s investment company, is related
to the proper La Acqua Marcia by an iden-
tity relation.

5 Results

The number of markables annotated in the
data are given in table 3. To these mark-
ables must be added the seg elements which
code the non-nominal antecedents of ab-
stract anaphora, pleonastic and abandoned
occurrences of pronouns. The length of
co-referential chains varies consistently from
text type to text type independently from the
analysed language. The (co)referential chains

Zero Clit PRO Name NPs
it 1225 240 1075 762 1995
da - - 2331 602 1524

Table 3: Number of markables

in literary texts are much longer than those
in non-literary texts. This is not surprising
because the stories are longer than the finan-
cial articles and they focus on fewer subjects
(persons, objects) than the analysed Euro-
pean texts.

In our data there are nearly 5 times more
pronouns pr. 1000 words in literary data than
in non-literary texts. Reference by substan-
tives was on the contrary higher in the non-
literary texts than in the literary data (here
the proportion pr. 1000 words was 4 to 1).

The average distance in terms of sentences
between referring expressions and their an-
tecedents is higher in literary data than in
non literary data. We have not investigated
yet whether there is a relation between refer-
ential distance and number of discourse en-
tities and possible candidate antecedents in
the involved texts.

Inferable entities are more often anchored
to known entities by genitives in Danish than
in Italian. An example is in 4.

(4) Fin dal primo giorno, Bartolino
Fiorenzo s’era sentito dire dalla
promessa sposa. . . (the fiancèe)
Fra første dag havde Bartolino
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Fiorenzo hørt sin tilkommende
sige. . . (his fiancée)
(From the very first day Bartolino
Fiorenzo had heard his fiancée
say. . . ) Pirandello: La buon’ anima

In Italian the distal demonstrative de-
terminers quel/quello/quella (that) and
quelli/quelle (those) followed by a substan-
tive are used if i) there are other clauses or
nominal phrases in-between the referring ex-
pression and antecedent; ii) there is tempo-
ral or spatial distance from the antecedent.
In Danish the proximal demonstrative de-
terminers denne/dette/disse (this/these) are
used in the same contexts: quella donna (that
woman)/denne kvinde (this woman); quella
sciagura (that calamity)/denne ulykke (this
calamity). Only if the antecedent is the im-
mediately preceding discourse segment the
proximal demonstrative determiners are used
in both languages.

As noticed in (Navarretta, 2007; Navar-
retta and Olsen, 2008) abstract substantives
are used in Italian in most cases where Dan-
ish uses abstract pronouns.

The analysis of the relation between tran-
sition states and types of referring expres-
sions in the three stories by Pirandello is
given for Italian in figure 3 and for Danish in
figure 4. The figures give a scale of the signifi-
cantly most frequent referring expressions oc-
curring as centers after the various Centering
transition types8. The results in the figures
only partially confirm existing classifications
of the givenness or salience of referring ex-
pressions and reflect some of the differences
between Danish and Italian that we have pre-
viously discussed. An interesting fact, which
cannot be seen in the figures is that in these
particular data deictic pronouns are in 96%
”locally” deictic and have thus been linked to
the local co-referential chains. Because the
amount of our data is not large, the present
results are only preliminary.

6 Conclusion

We have presented a rich annotation of (co)-
referential chains in Danish and Italian com-
parable and/or parallel data and we have dis-

8In the two figures Def N. anchored refer to all
definite nominal phrases which are bound to entities
previously introduced in discourse (Prince, 1981) via
e.g. genitive phrases, propositional phrases, relative
clauses.

cussed some dissimilarities in the use of re-
ferring expressions in the two languages. The
relation between types of referring expression
used to refer to the backward-looking center
after different types of transition have been
studied in the fiction data. Although the re-
sults are interesting they can only be con-
sidered preliminary because of the limited
amount of data. Furthermore the analysed
Danish texts are translations of the Italian
stories, thus more differences in-between the
two languages might be found in comparable
data. However we believe that the strategy
of looking at the relation between transition
types and types of referring expression is very
useful especially if conducted on more lan-
guages and on more types of text.

Currently we are annotating the transition
types on the remaining data and we plan to
extend our analysis to the referential distance
and to the number of competing antecedent
candidates.
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FOCUS PROPER < SUBJECT < OBJECT/PrepOBJECT < OBJECT2 < OTHER
COMPLEMENTS < ADJUNCTS

Figure 2: Hierarchy of verbal complements with focality preference

(3) <P id="p35" topic="t35.1">
<S id="s35.1">
<de ID="n173" firstm="MYES" syn-type="PR">
<link Ltype="ident" POINT-BACK="n172"/>

<W id="w35.1.1" lemma="il" pos="DET:def">La</W>
<W id="w35.1.2" lemma="acqua" pos="NOM">Acqua</W>
<W id="w35.1.3." lemma="marcio" pos="ADJ">Marcia</W></de>
<W id="w35.1.4" lemma="potere"pos="VER:pres">può</W>
<W id="w35.1.5" lemma="evitare" pos="VER:infi">evitare</W>

<de ID="n521" firstm="MYES" syn-type="DefN">
<W id="w35.1.6" lemma="il" pos="DET:def">il</W>
<W id="w35.1.7" lemma="fallimento" pos="NOM">fallimento</W></de>
<W id="w35.1.8" lemma="." pos="SENT">.</W></S>

<S id="s35.2">
<de ID="n174" firstm="MNO" syn-type="DefN-anch">
<link Ltype="ident" POINT-BACK="n173"/>

<W id="w35.2.1" lemma="il" pos="DET:def">La</W>
<W id="w35.2.2" lemma="finanziaria" pos="NOM">finanziaria</W>
<W id="w35.2.3" lemma="di" pos="PRE">di</W>

<de ID="n522" syn-type="PR">
<W id="w35.2.4" lemma="Vincenzo" pos="NPR">Vincenzo</W>
<W id="w35.2.5" lemma="romagnoli" pos="NPR">Romagnoli</W></de>

</de>... </S>...
</P>

Continue: Zero> Pronoun>clitic> Dem. N
Retain: Clitic>Pronoun > Proper Name > Def. N >Def. N anchored> Zero > Dem. N
Smooth Shift: Proper Name > Def. N > Pronoun>Def. N anchored
Rough Shift: Def. N > Def. N anchored> Proper Name> Dem. N >Pronoun
NULL: Proper name > Def. N anchored > Indef. N > Def. N

Figure 3: Transition types and referring expressions in Italian

Continue: Pronoun>Name>Def. N anchored
Retain: Pronoun > Proper Name > Def. N anchored >Def. N>
Smooth Shift: Proper Name > Def. N anchored > Pronoun>Def N
Rough Shift: Def. N anchored> Proper Name> Def. N>Pronoun
NULL: Proper name > Def. N anchored > Indef. N > Def. N

Figure 4: Transition types and referring expressions in Danish
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